
WET

by

Alex Ramirez

Based upon the song by Alumni



INT. INTRO CREDITS - DAY

White Friz Quadrata text over a black background.

TITLE CARD #1: Alumni Presents

TITLE CARD #2: In association with One Way Out Productions

TITLE CARD #3: A film by Alex Ramirez

The song title scrolls up from beneath the parameters of the
screen.

TITLE CARD #4: "Wet"

CLOSE-UP of KELCZ mugging the camera, west-coasted out with
Loc shades and a Starter cap.

TITLE CARD #5: The KelCz Situation

INT. IMPALA (MOVING) - DAY

KELCZ
One, two, three, and to the
four/Double cup of some Bo got me
screwed up slow...

KelCz reclines in the driver's seat of a drop-top IMPALA,
cruising through a residential neighborhood.

KELCZ
With my seat way back, pedal
barely on the floor/Doggystyle in
the deck as I'm swervin' on the
road/Eyes sittin' low cuz I'm
loaded like a shotgun...

CLOSE-UPS of the Impala's interior: steering wheel, radio
console, rear-view mirror, etc.

KELCZ
Molly in my pocket, so I might as
well pop one/To keep a nigga
going/Chronic rolled up,
blowing/And the party ain't over
till six in the morning...

JUMP CUTS of Kel 1) putting a pill on his tongue, 2) blowing
out a cloud of smoke, and 3) cheesin' into the camera - all
in the driver's seat.



2.

KELCZ
Taking back streets so the boys
don't catch me/Ratchet hoes told
me slide through - Wayne
Gretzky...

Ghetto preteens toss a football around on the street Kel's
Impala turns down. On "Wayne Gretzky," one preteen turns to
the camera, revealing that he's wearing a throwback L.A.
Kings snapback.

KELCZ
Hopped off the phone as I gassed
up my scrape/Still had a lil' time
to grab my Snoop Dogg tape/Cuz it
ain't no fun if the homies can't
have none/So I swooped my nigga
up, thinking he can smash one...

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' HOUSE - DAY

CLOSE-UPS of M.I.GEEZUS' west coast fit as he stands like a
pillar on his driveway: White Sox cap, black tee, classic
Chucks.

KELCZ
Now we on the 5, playing "Let Me
Ride", getting high, trying not to
catch a DUI/If the rollers stop us
trying pull us over/Hot-boxin' and
we blowin' doja/Eyes red, homie,
we ain't sober/Overnight in that
county jail...

M.I.GEEZUS
Hell naw, I ain't taking no L/I'm
hopping out and I'm going hard/I
know they smell it, I know they
looking/Turn down the music while
we in yo' car.

(CHORUS)

Kel waits in the Impala. The ghetto preteens play tag
football.

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' PATIO - DAY

TITLE CARD #6: The Gold Cockblock

M.I.Geezus drinks from a forty of Olde English 800.



3.

M.I.GEEZUS
I'm so tore, look like my eyes
been stitched together with
stitches/Waiting for Kel's late
ass, so we can get these
bitches/I'm zooted and booted, no
way I can drive/My tank is on E,
plus my tags are expired...

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' HOUSE - DAY

The ghetto preteens shoot craps on the chalk-scrawled
sidewalk. PRHYME SUSPECT walks through their game, stomping
over the artwork, on his way to M.I.Geezus' front door.

M.I.GEEZUS
If I had wings I would fly, let me
contemplate/A knock at the door,
it's a white boy face/He said...

INT. M.I.GEEZUS' HOUSE - DAY

FISH-EYE view of Prhyme through the front door's eyehole.

PRHYME SUSPECT
I got trees, I know u got
blunts...

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' PATIO - DAY

They find seats on the patio.

M.I.GEEZUS
I only got zags, but fuck it go
wrap one/Now that we got it rolled
up, let's take it to the face/As I
explained to my boy that it's just
a double date/He said...

PRHYME SUSPECT
Ain't no fun if the homies can't
have none...

M.I.Geezus and Prhyme smoke.

M.I.GEEZUS
Well, I agree but it ain't up to
me, you gotta ask 'im/But if Kel
tripping, you gotta go/I'm
marinating, waitin' on these
hoes/That third wheel ain't

(MORE)
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M.I.GEEZUS (cont'd)
cracking, homie, your side-mackin'
might slow my flow...

Prhyme leaps out of his seat.

PRHYME SUSPECT
Hell naw, you ain't smokin' my
weed and tellin' me ain't no hoes
for me/I'm getting in his car
whether you like it or not, fuck
both of y'all - and the police...

INT. IMPALA - DAY

The Impala rests at a stop sign. Kel and M.I.Geezus are up
front. Prhyme relaxes in the back with a grin plastered
across his face.

(Chorus)

Kel and M.I.Geezus bicker about Prhyme's presence.

EXT. GAS STATION - DAY

TITLE CARD #7: Prhyme Suspect & A Dozen Rocks

A drug dealer streaks across the frame, exchanging a small
baggie for a few bucks in Prhyme's hand, disguising the
transaction as a handshake.

PRHYME SUSPECT
Now that I got me some
Vicodin/I've been five years
sober/Starting over, cause I'm
high again...

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET - DAY

Prhyme floats down the middle of the street, rapping to the
camera in CLOSE-UP.

PRHYME SUSPECT
Walking to Mikie's crib/It must be
like nine or ten/I'm tryin'a find
out what's going down tonight with
him/I'ma be MIG's uninvited
friend/And try to double any
trouble that he might get in...



5.

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' PATIO - DAY

We are back to Prhyme and M.I.Geezus smoking on the patio.

PRHYME SUSPECT
He tells me it's Kel Cz, who he's
driving with/And if I wanna tag
along, then I'm riding bitch/But I
don't give a fuck/I'm pissy
drunk/And high as shit...

EXT. M.I.GEEZUS' HOUSE - DAY

Prhyme flops into the backseat of the Impala. Kel looks at
M.I.Geezus, who can only shrug his shoulders.

PRHYME SUSPECT
I pile in like, "Driver, take me
to the flyest chicks!"

INT. IMPALA - DAY

They cruise down the street, leaving the ghetto preteens and
their football game behind.

PRHYME SUSPECT
They say they got some dime
bitches that they're tryin'a hit/I
say I bring the inner ten out of a
five or six...

TIME CUT

PRHYME SUSPECT
Shit, the pigs are behind us,
don't look, y'all/I can't even
count all the broken laws/Just in
the back seat of this smoke-filled
car/And if he pulls us over, then
we're so fucked off...

SKEWED ANGLE on M.I.Geezus.

M.I.GEEZUS
Prhyme, you gotta hide all the
dope from the cops/No evidence, no
gettin' popped...

SKEWED ANGLE on KelCz.
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KELCZ
Here, wash it down with a shot of
Ciroq/Hurry up, motherfucker,
before you blow up the spot...

SKEWED ANGLE on Prhyme shoveling all the drugs into his
mouth.

PRHYME SUSPECT
Now I don't know if this high is
ever gonna stop/'Cause I just ate
seven mushrooms and a dozen
rocks...

(Chorus)

IN THE BACKSEAT: Prhyme trips balls. Colors bleed and
transform before him. The air warps around him. Monsters and
demons appear and disappear in the seats next to him.

IN THE FRONT SEAT: Kel is pissed off like he's somebody's
girlfriend. M.I.Geezus tries to sweet-talk him out of his
bad mood.

END SHOT: High-angle of Prhyme half-hanging out of the
parked Impala, mouth foaming.

FADE OUT.


